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On November 29, 1920, the founding father, Sun Yat-sen, established the  “Aviation Bureau” in 
Dashatou ( 大沙頭 ), Guangzhou, directly under the Marshal’s House. Zhu, Zhuo-wen was the first 

director. This was the beginning of the official establishment and organization of the Air Force.
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Soon after Japanese invasion in 1931, the Chinese 
government initiated a series of preparations against such 
hostility. One of that was recruited 15 American pilots and 
technicians led by retired US Army officer Major  John 
Hamilton Jouett arrived in Shanghai on 9 July 1932. Upon his 
arrival, he quickly realized the inferiority of the ROCAF, 
then he and his staff bought 250 new airplanes on behalf of 
the R.O.C. government, during their three year contract the 
group trained 375 pilots and directed the establishment of a 
Curtiss-Wright Corporation aircraft repair and assembly 
plant. Afterwards, the ROC Air Force was able to resist for 
three months after Japan launched its full invasion against 
China in the summer of 1937.

Rewinding the chronicle of the Republic of China Air Force
( ROCAF ), its establishment, burgeoning and flourishing are all
intertwined with the national survival and development, and has
become a long and far reaching epic full of hardship and toil.

Major  
John  Hamilton Jouett



T.V. Soong ( senior brother of Madame Chiang )
was the first person to propose the establishment
of the ROCAF, it was his recommendation to
invite Maj ( Ret.) Jouett to head such an unofficial
advisory group and set up an aviation school,
which was activated in Hangchow in 1932 to train
Chinese pilots. But Jouett’s effort was later
suspended because of the uprising in Fukien
province from Nov. 1933 to Jan. 1934 in which the
Chinese Central Government asked Americans’
help to bombard insurgents and was discontent
with their declination. At the time, Italians were
also trying to have their share in the growing
aviation market in China.
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In the same year, Dr. H.H. Kung, brother-in-law of T.V. Soong, received 

favorable response from Italian P.M. Benito Mussolini, who at the time was 

short of funds to sustain Italian air force expansion, and Mussolini agreed 

to assign Colonel Silvio Scaroni to lead a military mission of 40 pilots and 

100 engineers to China to set up factories assembling Italian planes, he also 

established a flying school for the Chinese Air Force at Loyang. On the 

other hand, Jouett went back to the States when his term was due because 

he and his group were employed unofficially and without official support, 

and the school in Hangchow was then put in Chinese hands. 
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By Italian training regimes, Chinese trainees were easily graduated without reviewing
their assimilations of flight training. At the beginning of the War of Resistance against
Japan, the ROCAF consisted of 31 squadron, A British Air Attaché reported that the
squadrons had 284 combat aircraft, and that their were another 400 aircraft attached
to various flying schools. Chennault indicated that only 91 of these aircraft were
suitable for combat. Afterwards, Italian advisors left China in October 1937. Around
the same time, Chennault, sponsored by Madame Chiang, assembled the 14th

Volunteer Bombardment Squadron of American, Australian, French, Dutch pilots with
Vince Schmidt as the SQ Commander to f ight against the Japanese.

Fiat B.R.3 light bomber plane was acquired 
in 1933 from Italy, and was used to quell 

insurgents. It was retired in 1937. 
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Fiat CR.32 “ Arrow ” Pursuit plane 
of the 8th Sq.  3rd FG. ( 16 aircraft )
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Vultee A-19

Northrop Gamma 2E

Northrop A-17

Martin B-10
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Two Martin 
139WCs took off 
at 1523 hrs on 
19th  May 1938 
from Hankou.

#1403 landed in 
Nanchang at 0924 hrs 
on 20th May; #1404 
landed in Jiangxi at 
0848 hrs the same day.

After refueling, two aircraft 
took off and  joined in the 
air at 1113 hrs, and landed in 
Hankou.

Two Martin 139WCs 
( #1403 and #1404 ) 
took off in Ningbo, 
and headed to 
Kyushu.

The flight arrived and 
dropped off leaflets at 
Kyushu at 0245 hrs on 
20th May, then at 
Fukuoka at 0325 hrs. 
After approx. 10,000 
flyers in 6 categories 
were dropped, the 
flight took the same 
route to fly back.

Martin B-10
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Flyer  content：
『 Your state has been invading China, an ultimate criminal act, 
and if you don’t forgo the act, these million flyers shall become a 

dozen tons of bombs as a persuasion for you to comply 』.
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Chennault was seen by Maj/Gen Mao Ban-chu and Roy
Holbrooke, a flying instructor in China, during his farewell
demonstration in Miami in December 1935, and was
recommended by them to Madame Chiang who was the
Chairwoman of the Aviation Committee. That was the
background for Chennault to join the ROCAF at a time when
it encountered training issues in the aviation school while the
country was dealing with Americans and Italians who were at
odds with one another.
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USAAF advisor group left China in
1935, and its role was replaced by
Italian advisors. In 1936, Madame
Chiang was named as the Secretary
General of the Aviation Committee to
assist in establishing the ROCAF, and
she asked USAAF Captain (Ret.) Claire
Lee Chennault to come to China on
June 1st 1937 as an advisor. Chennault
then evaluated the status of the
Chinese air arm, and concluded that it
was not able to fight against the
invading Japanese forces.

Generalissimo and Madame 
Chiang, and Claire Chennault
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Sebie, Col Shu translator, General Mow and 

McDonald as they ready for Inspection trip
18

Douglas BT-2 Biplane
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韶州

孝感



On 21st August 1937, after the Sino-
Soviet Non-Aggression Pact was
signed, 6 Russian flying squadrons
and 400 planes were assigned to
China. But Japan dealt a devastating
blow to Chongching in South west
China in January 1939, the inferiority
of the ROCAF was once again
exposed. Then Generalissimo Chiang
summoned Col. Chennault and
Maj/Gen Mao to go to the U.S. to
recruit American pilots to come to
China to fight against Japanese
aggression.

Generalissimo and Madame 
Chiang, and Claire Chennault
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Description of the Soviet Volunteer Group:
Soviet Union at the time gave the ROC an initial credit
value of USD 22.54 mil to acquire 400 combat planes and
anti-air artilleries formed after the pattern of Soviet’s air
arm. This volunteer group was headed by General Asanov,
and its operational plans were complied by Col Chennault,
Maj/Gen Mao, and Gen Chou Chih-jou.

21

I-16 with Chinese insignia. I-16
was the main fighter plane
used by the Chinese Air Force
and Soviet volunteers.
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I. Background
When the War of Resistance against Japanese Aggression erupted on 7th July 1937, the ROCAF had 
merely about 30 aircraft in its inventory after attritions in the previous 4 months, and it could 
hardly fight off ever-increasing attacks from Japanese army and naval aviation units. 
To prevent Japanese aggression from advancing, Nationalist China had joined hands with the 
Soviet Union by signing the Sino-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact on 21st August 1937, to acquire 
their economic and military aid, and started to receive their military advisors and the Soviet 
Volunteer Group to take part in our resistance efforts. From 1937 to 1942, the China government 
had received a low-rate loan of US$ 250 million and purchased 1,285 Soviet planes ( 777 
pursuers, 408 bombers, and 100 trainers ), 16,000 artillery pieces and tanks, and 1,850 
military vehicles. The first delivery of 232 pursuers, 88 bombers ( at a cost of US$ 22.54 million
) had arrived in February 1938 to beef up the ROCAF in a much-needed moment.
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II. Soviet Volunteer Group 
1. Term of service : from October 1937 to the year of 1941
2. Home bases : Dihua ( Urumqi ), Xinjiang Province and Lanzhou, 

Gansu Province. 
3. Missions : After signing of the Sino-Soviet Non-aggression Pact, the 

Soviet government began to provide economic and military aid to the 
Nationalist government. From 1937 to 1940, the Soviet government had 
assigned in batches over 80 high-level advisors across services and 3,665 
service members to come to serve in Nationalist China.         
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II. Soviet Volunteer Group 
4. Aircraft provided via Soviet military aid : 
5. Significant efforts and results : During Soviet involvement in our 

resistance, the SVG had joined 10 major air campaigns and battles 
in Nanchang, Nanking, and Lanzhou, and knocked down ( or 
destroyed ) 459 Japanese  planes, 115 vessels, 10 barracks, 3 
hangars, 2 oil reservoirs, 40 more vehicles, and 30,000 cases of 
ammunitions. The results are listed as follows in next page :
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III. End of Soviet Aid 
For the sake of the security over its eastern territory, the Soviet 
government decided to sign a non-aggression pact with Japan in 
January 1940, and diminish its scale of assistance to Nationalist China. 
After the Soviet Union signed the Soviet-Japan Neutrality Pact in April 
1941, it suspended all military sales to Nationalist China after the 
eruption of its war with Nazi Germany, and withdrew the SVG. 

SVG major achievements 
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IV. Impacts to Nationalist China 
The efforts of the SVG had forced Japanese forward air bases fall 
back 500 km, and smashed their dream to devastate Lanzhou, Wuhan, 
Nanchang, and Nanking. They also helped us to set up supply 
stations of aviation material, aircraft workshops, anti-air artillery 
positions, airfields, aviation schools and training bases, and 
assisted in getting the ROCAF back on its feet again. 
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Soviet Volunteer Group

The unit fought for 4 years ( Sept 1937-Jun 1941 ) until they were 
recalled for war in their homeland. Soviet had provided 1285 airplanes,  

3665 air/ground crew and 236 of them died fighting in China.
28

Jan. 1940 in Chongching
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CKS with Soviet aviators and advisors

A group photo of the 
ground crew of the SVG. 1938-39,  SVG Organization Chart



On 25th November 1940, they 
submitted Chiang’s proposal to 
the U.S. Presidential Liaison 
Committee to request 660 
airplanes, construction 
materials for 14 airports, 122 
airfields, and ammo and 
materiel for one year. The 
Proposal also requested 
American volunteers to fly 
these planes for operations and 
to train Chinese pilots. 

Chennault went to China in 1937, 
and was employed as an advisor 
to assist in developing ROCAF 

and training its pilots.
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However, officials in Washington 
deemed such a proposal non-
realistic, but the idea of AVG was 
supported by majority of U.S. 
officials. Then, after the drive of V.P. 
Burdette Wright of Curtiss Wright 
and William Pawley, the company’s 
agent in China, the ROC GOV was 
allowed to purchase 100 P-40Bs by 
USD 8.9 million. 
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William 
Pawley
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When Clair Chennault had a breakfast with William Billy 
McDonald in Oct 1940 in Nanking, he said to Billy that “
Let’s get 100 American pilots and 100 American planes and 
properly train them in hit and run tactics and we can beat 
the stuffing’s out of the Japanese.” This was the birth of the 
AVG and what would later be called the Flying Tigers. 
Sebie Smith ( Chennault’s mechanical genius ) from 
Montgomery confirmed story.

William “Billy” McDonald
The team flew 

P-12 pursuit planes. 



Memorandum for the Secretary of 
the Navy Wrote by President FDR

( to offer planes and personnel )
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Letter of resignation from the US  
Marine Corps to accept a position with 
the Central Aircraft Manufacturing -
NARA-299719 ( Gregory Boyington )



These planes were originally planned to sell to
Britain, but were rejected. Then the ROC was in
place to acquire them. On 15th March 1941, President
FDR inked the Lend Lease Act to help the ROCAF by
setting up the AVG, giving the Chinese forces an
powerful aerial support. In January 1941, first batch
of 36 Hawk-81A2s (export ver. of P-40B) was shipped
by a Norwegian carrier from Port Weehawken, New
Jersey, en route South Africa to Yangon, Myanmar in
May. Second batch of 33 planes started in February
and arrived in June. Last batch of 31 planes left in
March, and arrived in July.
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One of the CAMCO Contracts
（Signed in July 1941）
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Collected by Assistant Professor Peng, Szu-ming. 



1. The First American Volunteer Group is constituted this date.

2. Col. Chennault will organize this Group with the American Volunteers now 

arriving in China to participate in the war. Additional personnel required 

to complete the organization of this Group shall be supplied by this 

Commission.

3. Col. Chennault is hereby ordered to assume command of this Group and 

render full report when the organization is effected.
36

The American Volunteer Group 
organization was constituted on 
August 01, 1941, with Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai-Shek’s chop in Order 
number 5987. Clair Lee Chennault 
will command the American 
Volunteers.



1. The Chinese lobby was launched in 1939 and obtained 

President Roosevelt agreed privately in December 1940.

2. In February 1941, the R.O.C. began to purchase HAWK 81A-2.

3. The Lend Lease Act was passed on March 11, 1941, allowing 

recruitment within the United States.

4. Started lobbying at various air fields of the States in April 1941.

5. On August 1, 1941-According to Generalissimo Chiang’s 

signature “Air Force Operations Order No. 05987 ” established 

“ the first American Volunteer Group of the R.O.C. Air Force ”.
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1. American Volunteer Group
( AVG ) was formed on 1st

September 1941. It was
divided into 3 squadrons,
and was commanded by
USAAF Capt. ( Ret. ) Claire
L. Chennault.

39

Group Commander 
Chennault

AVG HQs



AVG SQs Recognition List

SQ

Names
1st SQ ( Adam and Eve ) 2nd SQ ( Panda Bear ) 3rd SQ  ( Hell Angels )

Commander
Robert 
Sandell

Jack 
Newkirk

Arvid   
Olson

A/C # 1-33 34-67 68-99

Fuselage 

Stripes

White Blue Red

On the docks at Rangoon, one P-40 having been unhappily dropped into the harbor as its crate was offloaded.



In June of 1941 the first group of A.V.G. ( consisted of 40 ground 
personnel and Chaplain ) sailed on board the President Pierce. 
They stopovers at Hawaii and the Philippines they arrived at Hong 
Kong and boarded a Dutch packet boat for the ride to Rangoon.
Volunteers of 100 aircrews and 150 ground crews ( mechanics, 
comms personnel, and nurses ) boarded MV Jagersfontein in July 
1941 in San Francisco, heading to Singapore. The Dutch vessel 
sailed to Manila on 11th August while en route to the Pacific it was 
escorted by USS Salt Lake City and USS North Hampton. Then 
they took a Norwegian passenger vessel to arrive in Rangoon on 
15th August. Total of 7 sailings were taken to transport all the crew. 
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San Francisco

Rangoon

42

荷蘭籍客輪傑格芳登號 ( Jagersfontein ) 

USS Salt Lake City

USS Northampton
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The 2nd batch of 17 aircrews took MV Bloemfontein to arrive
at Rangoon on 15th September 1941. The 3rd batch of 26
aircrews took MV Boschfontein to Rangoon on 12th

November. To conceal their identities, they acted as
missionaries, poets, farm managers, etc. The 4th batch took
MV Zaandam to Rangoon on 10th October. Then the last
three batches took MV Klipfontein, MV Bloemfontein, and
MV Zaandam to Rangoon on 29th October, 16th November,
and 25th November respectively. Their motives to join were
mainly originated from tiredness of peacetime service,
willingness to absorb operational experience, and the drive
of high pay.
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Pay rates of AVG aircrew

Title Pilot Element Leaders
SQ

Commanders

Monthly Pay (USD) 600 675 750

Note:

1. Monthly pay for USAAF pilot is USD 347. 

2. Monthly pay for AVG pilot ranges from USD 600 to 750, excluding travelling  

and housing expenses.  AVG pilot enjoys USD 30 monthly allowance, and 30 

days of paid leaves per year. 

3. Monthly pay for AVG groundcrew ranges from USD 150 to 350. They enjoy 

the same allowances as aircrews. 

4. Knocking down ( or destroying on the ground ) a bogey, the pilot is given 

USD 500 by the ROC government as a reward.
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2. China Air Task Force, CATF

50

The Pacific War erupted on 7th

December 1941 by Japanese 
attack of Pearl Harbor. The 
U.S. declared war against 
Japan instantly, and the nature 
of volunteers vanished. Pearl Harbor attack by Japs. 



On 4th July 1942, the AVG was disbanded and
merged with USAAF. The U.S. formally sent regular
forces to China, Burma, and India ( CBI ), and set
up the CATF under the 10th AF of the USAAF.
Chennault was promoted to the rank of Brigadier
General as the commander of the CATF.
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The primary focus of the CATF was to protect the
flight routes to and from the south and the east of
the Hump and the routes to southwest airfields in
China. The secondary focus was to attack and block
the shipping and supplies to Japanese forces. The
last focus was to provide air support to Chinese
army forces in Yunnan and Southeast . They took
over 54 P-40s and 3 P-43s, but only 40 of them were
airworthy. Then they acquired 8 B-25s from 10th AF
with 7 of them airworthy.
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Till early 1943, the CATF 
didn’t acquire sufficient 
supplies from 10th AF, led by 
Lt/Gen Stilwell, and its 
planes didn’t have adequate 
fuel to initiate attacks on Jap 
forces. Therefore, Brig/Gen 
Chennault proposed to 
President FDR to separate 
the CATF from the 10th AF as 
an independent AF unit. 

Lieutenant General 
Joseph Stilwell
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Tenth Air Force
1st Air Commando Group ( 1944–1945 )    Burma, India ( B-25, P-51, P-47, C-47 )
1st Combat Cargo Group ( 1944–1945 )  Burma, India, China ( C-47, C-46 )
2nd Air Commando Group ( 1944–1945 )  Burma, India ( P-51, C-47 )
3rd Combat Cargo Group ( 1944–1945 )  Burma, India ( C-47 )
4th Combat Cargo Group ( 1944–1945 )     Burma, India ( C-47, C-46 ).
7th Bombardment Group ( 1942–1945 )   India ( B-17, B-24 )
12th Bombardment Group ( 1944–1945 )  India ( B-25 )
33rd Fighter Group ( 1944–1945 )           India ( P-38, P-47 )
80th Fighter Group ( 1943–1945 )               India, Burma ( P-38, P-40, P-47 )

Transferred in 1944 to Fourteenth Air Force
311th Fighter Group ( 1943–1944 )               India, Burma ( A-36, P-51 )
341st Bombardment Group ( 1943–1944 )  India, Burma ( B-25 )
443rd Troop Carrier Group ( 1944–1945 )   India ( C-47 / C-53 )
426th Night Fighter Squadron ( 1944 )      India ( P-61 )
427th Night Fighter Squadron ( 1944 ) India ( P-61 )

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Tenth_Air_Force_-_Emblem.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:1combatcargogrup-emblem.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:3dccc.JPG
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Wing_0007th_Bomb.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:33d_Fighter_Wing.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:80th_Flying_Training_Wing.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:12th_Flying_Training_Wing.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:311th_Human_Systems_Wing.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:341st-bombgroup-WWII-emblem.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:426th_Night_Fighter_Squadron_-_Emblem.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:427th_Night_Fighter_Squadron_-_Emblem.jpg


Fourteenth Air Force

☆ 68th Composite Wing 

23rd Fighter Group ( 1942–1945 ) ( P-40, P-51 )

Formerly American Volunteer Group ( AVG ) “ Flying Tigers ".

☆ 69th Composite Wing 

51st Fighter Group : 1942–1945 ( P-40, P-38, P-51 ).

341st Bombardment Group 1944–1945 ( B-25 ).

☆ 312th Fighter Wing 

33rd Fighter Group : 1944 ( P-38, P-47 ).

81st Fighter Group : 1944–1945 ( P-40, P-47 ).

311th Fighter Group : 1944–1945 ( A-36, P-51 ).

☆ Chinese-American Composite Wing ( Provisional ) ( 1943–1945 )

1st Bombardment Group ( Medium, Provisional ) ( B-25 )

3rd Fighter Group ( Provisional ) ( P-40, P-51 )

5th Fighter Group ( Provisional ) ( P-40, P-51 )
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:23d_Wing.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:51st_Fighter_Wing.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:341st-bombgroup-WWII-emblem.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:33d_Fighter_Wing.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:81st_Training_Wing.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:311th_Human_Systems_Wing.png


Other assigned units :

402nd Fighter Group : May – July 1943. 

Assigned but never equipped.

476th Fighter Group : May – July 1943. 

Assigned but never equipped.

308th Bombardment Group : ( B-24 )

March 1943 – February 1945
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:402d_Maintenance_Wing.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:308thbombwing-patch.jpg


From Tenth Air Force in 1944–1945 : 

341st Bombardment Group : ( B-25 )

January 1944 – November 1945

443rd Troop Carrier Group : ( C-47 / C-54 )

Aug – November 1945

426th Night Fighter Squadron : ( P-61 )

1944 – 1945

427th Night Fighter Squadron : ( P-61 )

1944 – 1945
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:341st-bombgroup-WWII-emblem.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:426th_Night_Fighter_Squadron_-_Emblem.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:427th_Night_Fighter_Squadron_-_Emblem.jpg


Twentieth Air Force ( Attached To CBI 1944–1945 )

XX Bomber Command ( 1944–45 ) ( Kraragpur, India ) 

1st Photo Squadron (Detachment C) (Fenghuang Mt.)

58th Bombardment Wing

( Chakulia, Kharagpur, Hijli AB, India ) ( B-29 ) 

40th Bombardment Group ( Hsinjin )

444th Bombardment Group ( Guanghan )

462nd Bombardment Group ( Shuanliu )

468th Bombardment Group ( Pengshan )
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Twentieth_Air_Force_-_Emblem_(World_War_II).png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:XX_Bomber_Command_-_Emblem.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:1st_Reconnaissance_Squadron_(World_War_II).png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:40bg-emblem.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:444ghbg-emblem.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:462nd_bg.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Emblem_of_the_USAAF_468th_Bombardment_Group.jpg


 Demanded by B/Gen Chennault, the first batch of 12 trainees

from the ROC AF Academy in the U.S. were requested to serve in

the 74th, 75th and 76th SQs of the 23rd FG of the 14th AF with 4

Chinese pilots in each SQ.

 Aside from the 23rd FG, 13 Chinese bomber pilots were assigned

to the 308th BG as co-pilots of B-24s.

 B/Gen Chennault expected them to absorb experience of

American command and control mindset by immersing

themselves in flying these U.S.-made planes

 Thus, these U.S. trained Chinese pilots could reap combat
experience with U.S. counterparts in real settings.

 This arrangement can be seen as the foundation for the CACW.
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In Yunnan province, locals constructed more than 10 airfields
in Kunming, Chenggong, Luliang, Zhanyi, Yanje, Yunnanyi, and
Baoshan.
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Stone roller, USAF Museum, Wright Patterson AFB, Dayton Ohio
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The Hump is wandering in 
Himalayan mountains between 

India and China.

The Hump from Assam Province of 
India to Kunming, Yunnan Province 

of China was kicked off on 21st

March 1942 by the American Ferry 
Command of 10th AF in India. 
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Chabua

“ The Hump ” refers to the flight route from the Ting River (now Dibrugarh, India) and Assam Province of India in the west, en route the south of 
the Himalayas, across Gaoligong Mountains, Nu River, Mekong River, Yun Mountains. Jinsha River, to the Yunnan Plateau and Sichuan Province 
of China. The route carries U.S. supplies from Karachi, India, flying over the “ Roof of the World ” Himalayas to airfields in Yunnan province.



“ The Hump ” is divided into two routes :

northern and southern routes from Ting River in

India to Kunming in China.

 Northern Route: 820 km in distance, min. alt.

4,572 m, from Ting River, en route Putao,

Yunlong, Yunnanyi, to Kunming.

 Southern Route: 885 km in distance, min. alt.

4,267 m, from Ting River, en route Xinpinyan,

Michina, Baoshan, Tzushiung, to Kunming
66



The width of “the Hump” is roughly over 80 km with high 
accident rates. USAAF and China National Aviation 
Corporation ( CNAC ) lost over 594 planes ( At least 468 
American and 41 CNAC aircraft ) and more than 1,314 air / 
ground crews and passengers. In addition, 81 more aircraft 
were never accounted for, with their 345 personnel listed as 
missing. Another 1,200 personnel had been rescued. 
The reflections of their metal debris  scattering over cliffs 
and canyons were used as signposts to guide the following 
planes. Therefore, the Hump was referred to as Aluminum 
Trail/Valley or Death Route, even novice pilots didn’t get 
lost owing to these guiding debris.  
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The Hump once had 650 sorties a day during its
peak. From May 1942 to August 1945, more than
80,000 sorties were achieved to transport 800,000
tons of supplies in which ROCAF pilots
contributed 75,000 tons, roughly 12% of the
amount. Fuel and ammunitions obtained a large
share of the supplies. For instance, in 1945, fuel
occupied 60% of the total supplies, weapons,
ammos, spare parts 15%, and the rest 25%.
During the time, C-47, B-24, B-25,and modified C-
87, C-109, C-46 and C-54 were used in the Hump.
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C-87 B-24 Liberator

C-109 Tanker
70

B-24 converted to transports



C-54 Skymaster

C-46 Commando 

C-47 Skytrain 71

B-25 Mitchell



P-40s of the 26th FS which would hope to rendezvous at the 
Southern Hump with the fortunate C-46 pilots who made it 

and escort them back to Kunming Airfield in China.
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During the period of 
the Hump, the people 
of Luliang of Yunnan 
Province assembled 
farmer volunteers in 
this war torn area to 
provide timely 
assistance to wounded 
air crews.
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3. 14th Air Force 

On 10th March 1943, CATF was reassigned to the 14th

AF of the USAAF with Brig/Gen Chenault in command.

To reap the best results of cooperation between 

American and Chinese crews, the Chinese - American 

Composite Wing ( CACW ) was proposed by 

Chennault and formed in Karachi, India on 1st October 

1943, to strengthen efforts to counterattack the Japanese 

invaders. The CACW was disbanded in September 1945. 
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CACW

1st Bombardment GP 3rd Fighter GP 5th Fighter GP

1st Bombardment SQ

2nd Bombardment SQ

3rd Bombardment SQ

7th Fighter SQ

8th Fighter SQ

28th Fighter SQ

17th Fighter SQ

26th Fighter SQ

27th Fighter SQ

4th Bombardment SQ 32nd Fighter SQ 29th Fighter SQ

Founded on 1st August 1943



Chinese 
Commander

American 
Commander

Responsibilities of Two Sides

76

In charge of base logistics. A
deputy was nominated later to
assist him to handle all tasks

In charge of Ops and Training
with 4 sub-units and many staff
divisions

Dual-headed command focused on supporting ground
forces and fighting back Japanese planes to reap aerial
superiority in theater.
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“Composite Wing” means the CACW was formed by fighter SQs and
Bombardment SQ. U.S. President FDR stressed that the cooperation
between two sides to boost the airpower shall be founded on working
levels, and originated from Chennault’s wisdom, would rather provide
hardware than manpower. Then, Chennault decided to use Chinese
pilots to supplement the manning of the 14th AF.



Normally, a fighter SQ contains 9 American officers and 20
NCOs. Among them, 7 American pilots ( SQ commander, XO,
Ops Officer, and 4 element leaders ) have counterpart
Chinese pilots. In addition, there were 20 Chinese pilots and
150 ground crews assigned to augment the force.
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Mission Briefing for the CACW personnelAircrew of the 26th SQ



These Chinese participants in the CACW were shipped to
Karachi, India ( now in Pakistan ) to receive flight training.
Then they went to Luke Field and Thunder Bird Field in
Arizona to receive initial and advanced flight training.
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Karachi, India 
( now in Pakistan )
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Douglas DC-3 – Karachi – Royal Air Force 
Operations in the Far East, 1941-1945.



Luke Field of 
the USAAF
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History related to Luke Air Field
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I Class Alumnus
of 1943

Collected by 
Assistant Professor  
Peng, Szu-ming. 



History related to Luke Air Field
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Chinese cadets with instructor 
at Luke Field

This is the Class of ‘43C. There are 
photos from the pages of the 
yearbooks from Marana and Luke.



Training Status in the U.S. during the War II

From 1942 to 1945, 3,553 ROCAF members 
were sent to the U.S. to receive training.
Among them, there were 866 pilots, 75 
navigators, 234 bomber crews, 752 gunners, 
and 490 other types of aviator trainees. In 
addition, 496 mechanics, 368 armament 
crews, 167 radio operators, and 105 trainees 
graduated from the ROC Army Aviation 
Technical School, had concluded their 
training in the U.S. during the war.
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Training 
Status in the 
U.S. during 
the War II
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From 23rd December 1941 to 1st July 1942, with
scarce resources, 55 operational planes and
79 pilots, AVG knocked down 299 Jap planes,
and 300 probable damaged and killed. The
feat AVG thus achieved was really stunning.
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Japanese forces launched the first air
raid on Rangoon on 23rd December
1941. AVG knocked down 10 Jap
planes (6 bombers and 4 fighters).
On 25th December 1941, Japanese
initiated the second wave, but
Chennault got the intel beforehand
that Japs flew from Thailand to raid
Rangoon. AVG knocked down 28 Jap
planes. Afterwards, Japanese adopted
night raids on Rangoon instead till
January 1942, and Rangoon at the
time was heavily damaged and
devastated.
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From 1941 to 1945, AVG, CATF, and the 14th AF had
used types of aircraft, such as P-40, P-51,P-38 (F-5E),
B-24, B-25, to conduct operations ( in addition, B-29s
were assigned to the 20th Bomber GP, stationed in
Hsinjin, subject to direct command of the Strategic
Command ). During this period, these forces
participated in campaigns in Changsha, Hengyang,
Guiling, and Liulin. The tally of operational results
and casualties is as follows :
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Operational Results from 1943 to 1945

Mission Numbers 3,148

Launched Sorties 13,392

Number of Downed Enemy A/Cs 210

Number of Bombed Enemy A/Cs 346

Number of Destroyed Enemy Vessels 5

Others Artilleries and 
constructions
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Casualty Tally in Various Campaigns

Pilots 61

Trainees 4

Navigators 7

Mechanics 4

Gunners 20

Bombardiers 3

Photographer 1

Communication Crew 4

Total 104

Note：Of the 85 pilots of the AVG ( Nov 1941 － Jul 1942 ) : 
12 were killed in action, 9 were killed in accidents, 

4 were captured by the Japanese or missing in action.
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Chennault salutes fallen pilots - Lt. Kohler, Emil Scott, 
William Schuler and Lt. Col Otto George.
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1. 1941

On 23rd December 1941, Japan kick off the first air raid
against Rangoon. However, without expecting defense
efforts from Allied Forces, Japanese forces began to retreat
after aerial combat with British Royal Air Force and AVG
aircraft. During the combat, 10 Jap planes (6 bombers and
4 fighters) and 9 Allied planes (4 planes from AVG and 5
planes from RAF) were knocked down.
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Two weeks after 4th July 1942, CATF’s bombers conducted 14
sorties to bombard Japanese forces in Guangdong, Hankow,
and Tengchong. Among these bombing raids, B-25s were
escorted by P-40s, with some even carrying bombs. After
the bombing runs by bombers, these P-40s would strafe
Japanese posts, taking a even more devastating toll on them.
They reaped the result of destroying 24 Jap fighters and 12
bombers with casualty of 5 P-40s and 1 B-25. Japs continued
attacks on Chinese positions till December 1942, but the
CATF had to decrease its counterattacks because of
shortfall of supplies and fuel.

2. 1942
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On May 7, 1942 the Japanese 15th army arrived at the Salween Gorge, the gateway into southern China. Before 
they could begin crossing on their pontoon bridge they were assaulted by aircraft from the American Volunteer 
Group ( AVG ) better known as the “ Flying Tigers.” Utilizing the bomb carrying capabilities of their P-40E 
Kittyhawks alongside their P-40B Tomahawks they single handedly turned back the Japanese invasion of 
Southern China, harassing the retreating columns back into Burma. The Battle of the Salween Gorge ranks as 
one of the most decisive uses of air power in the history of aerial warfare.
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Salween 
River

Yenangyaung

Toungoo

Kunming

（ by Roy Grinnell ）

Hui-tong Bridge
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Original location of 
the Hui-tong Bridge 

Location of Kunming 
and Hui-tong Bridge
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3. 1943

Till the latter half of June 1943, Chennault suggested to
establish a training SQ in Lahore, India to deal with the
problem of lacking fuel. Then, the 1st, the 3rd and the 5th

GPs were assigned to Lahore successively for training.
After training, they converted to fly new planes to China,
and were reassigned to the CACW under the 14th AF. After
preparation since September 1943, the CACW was
officially commissioned on 1st October in Guilin with Col.
Winslow Morse in command.



Newly established CACW and

the 14th AF had assigned 200

more planes to attack Japanese

positions in Changde, Huarong,

Yueyang, Hankou, Yuehang

railway, and Pinghang railway

since November 1943. From 10th

November to 16th December 1943,

they had initiated 280

bombardment sorties and 1,476

fighter sorties to knock down 25

Jap planes, destroy 12 on the

ground, and damage numerous

Jap vehicles and vessels.

Chennault’s positions in China
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The major campaigns in this year included air raids on Hsinchu Airfield
(Taiwan) and Japs vessels in Hongkong and South China Sea,
bombardments on Nanxiong, Yueyang, and Hualong areas. 215 sorties were
launched to conduct 24 missions, including raid, reconnaissance, air
defense, and paradropping, and the results were enemy’s 5 vessels sunk, 21
aircraft destroyed, 41 aircraft shot down. Especially, on 25th November 1943,
the 1st GP, assisted by US bombers, dealt a strong blow to Japanese by
destroying 58 Jap planes（43 on the ground, 15 in the air）during the
raid on Hsinchu Airfield in Taiwan.
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B-25J

P-51B

P-38

Photo Intel before the Air Raid on 
Hsinchu on 25th Nov, 1943 
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From the photo taken in the front
cabin of a B-25, before its bombing
run towards Hsinchu Airfield, P-38s
from the 499th SQ strafed the G3M
Nell bombers on the ground with
some burning to ashes.

The photos taken during and 
after the B-25 bomber's 

bombing of the Hsinchu base.

Photo of Shinchiku Airfield, 
Taiwan, immediately after the 
strike mission, Nov 25, 1943.



Cairo Conference ( Nov 22-26, 1943 )

The Cairo Declaration was released on 1 December 1943：

The main clauses of the Cairo Declaration are that the three great allies are fighting this 

war to restrain and punish the aggression of Japan, they covet no gain for themselves 

and won't involve themselves in territorial expansion wars after the conflict, “ Japan be 

stripped of all the islands in the Pacific which she has seized or occupied since the 

beginning of the First World War in 1914 ”, “ all the territories Japan has stolen from 

the Chinese, including Manchuria, Formosa, and the Pescadores, shall be restored to the 

Republic of China ”, Japan will also be expelled from all other territories which she has 

taken by violence and greed and that “ in due course Korea shall become free and 

independent ”.
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4. 1944
The purposes of the ROCAF at the time were to obtain air
dominance, alleviate aerial threats for the army. Pursuers
were used as the mainstream, and while bombing runs on
enemy’s strongholds were underway, pursuers would knock
down enemy aircraft in the air. In addition, the pursuers
would patrol the air to spot enemy’s recon bombers,
provide covers to friendly aircraft, and support operations
on the ground. Bombers were used to attack enemy
strongholds, ferry ports and vehicles on LOCs, and cut off
their supply chain, so as to facilitate army’s operations.
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5. 1945 (from January to 14th August)
After getting U.S. supplies and training and close cooperation
with the 14th AF, the ROCAF became more superior than Japs
in terms of aircraft speed and firepower, and then regained
control over the front lines and the air behind enemy lines.
During the time, the ROCAF assisted the ROC Army in Battle
of West Henan -North Hubei and U.S. interdiction operations
on enemy’s vehicles, bridges, and bases along Peking-Hankou
Railway, rendered Japs ineffective during the day. Japs could
only harass in nighttime, and if they dared to take off during
the time Japs could only fly low to evade. Therefore, the period
was the best time during the war for the ROCAF.



Other Major Operations :

Battle of West Hubei, battle of
West Hunan, battle of Changde,
battles against Jap’s Operation 「
Ichi-Go」 , Central Plains War,
battle of Central Henan, battle of
Changsha, defense of Zhijiang, air
battle over Lake Dongting, 「
Alpha」 Operations, defense of
Lauhekou, battle of Zhijiang,
Operations of Hainan Island, and
air raid on Hsinchu ( Please refer
to CACW Records of Battles for
details ).
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CACW record of Battles
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During the Battle of Operation 「
Ichi-Go」( or Operation「Number 
One」) began on 17 April 1944. 
Northern forces started twin drives 
on that day to push the Chinese out 
of the area between the Yellow 
River and the Yangtze, and to 
secure the rail line from Peking to 
Hankow. At the beginning of the 
battle, our side was defeated and 
lost 38 cities in 37 days. The second 
phase of the plan called for the 
seizure of Changsha and the 
American air base at Hengyang. 
Subsequent advances were to be 
made southward down the Hsiang 
River Valley to destroy the other 
American air bases and eventually 
link up with Japanese forces driving 
north from Indo-China. 



Supplement：

The major beneficiary of the Operation Ichi-go was 
the Chinese Communists ( Chicoms ). Japan assigned 
80% of its available forces in the Operation; namely, 
500,000 out of 650,000 troops stationed in the 
Northeast China were mobilized with the remaining 
150,000 as the garrisoning force, reinforced by 
Manchukuo imperial forces, and turncoat Chinese 
paramilitary and police forces to enforce its 
occupation in the area. The Operation prevented the 
Japanese forces from conducting “ Three Alls Policy, ” 
known as “ kill all, burn all, and loot all, ” the most 
atrocious measures ever used against the Chicoms. 
The Operation was also rid the Nationalist 
government’s chances to destroy the stronghold of 
the Chicoms; therefore, it gave the Chicoms a 
breathing space to survive under the pressure from 
the Japanese forces and the Nationalist forces. 

Note: Refer to P.309, 『The Battle for China』: 
Essays on the History of the Sino-Japanese War, 
written by Hans van de Ven.
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Supplement：

Regarding Japanese Operation Ichi-Go, Tex Hill’s book on page 287 
also explains：

The Communists continued to husband their strength in 1944 
& 1945, while the Nationalists spent their efforts and lives in 
resisting Japan’s Ichi-Go campaign. The Communists’ numerical 
strength was growing, as Japan’s surrender neared, they 
boasted some one million troops under arms。
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Edward 
Rector

David 
Tex Hill
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1. Dual-aircraft tactics : 

Chennault learned this from Oswald  

von Boelcke, German flying ace of the 

WWI and considered to be the “father 

of air fighting tactics. Chennault 

thought that to assemble two aircraft as 

a team is more effective than a single 

one in large formation, and he stressed 

the importance of coordination, which 

can contribute better results than an 

individual act.
111

Oswald von Boelcke



Chennault came up with two opinions :

(1) If pursuers on guard can take off timely to

designated interception area, they may have

a shot to intercept incoming bombers.

(2) Bombing missions to enemy strongholds

requires pursuers’ escort to decrease lost

rate.
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2.Will-structured Communications, Command, and Intelligence System Intelligence comes before 

operations, and to acquire detailed intel to properly apply in the tactics is of paramount importance 
to the CACW. Chennault switched personnel and assets continuously, and set up air raid warning 
system for the airfields as centers of gravity with tens of thousands of lookouts expending outwardly 
100-200km, some even deep inside enemy’s strongholds. Lookouts on the fringe passed the intel to 
the ones near the airfields, and then to the intel centers in these airfields.
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Personnel on these lookouts received the training on

deciphering the types of the Jap planes and their designated

categories, and used the radios smuggled from H.K. and

Yunnan to transmit Jap’s activities to the HQs. Therefore, if

Japs launched attacks, CACW might have known the intel of

incoming Japs while they entering the radius of 50 minutes

flight to the airfield. The system worked quite well, and

Chennault’s predictions on Japs attack patterns were almost

correct, and consequently, he could use limited resources to

outperform a superior enemy.
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From 1941 to 1945, Chennault requested radio sets installed in 

the flight lead’s cabin, and linked to the communications 

network of the lookouts in Nanking Stadium. This network 

was formed by handheld radios and manually dialed telephone 

sets in a pattern of “ The Spiders in the Web ” Each radio 

operator played a key role, and roughly 8-10 intel personnel 

had to report the statuses to the General Officer-in-Charge in 

such a way that used symbols to identify enemy types, 

numbers, and headings. Afterwards, this intel network was 

expanded from Nanking to Shanghai and Hangchow.
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A Warning Net Set up in Nanking Stadium



Chinese officers go over 
the defense perimeter of 

Chungking
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Human early-warning 
net the Flying Tigers 

relied on for in-coming 
enemy aircraft.



Note :

In August 1935, Wei Da-ming from the Radio Training Class,
Agent Division of the Military Commission was invited by
Chiang Jen-zen, Chief of Military Education, Central
Aviation School to arrive at Hangchow to set up a web of air-
sea lookouts and communications posts to monitor aerial
and naval statuses effectively. All the vessels and aircraft
passing by and spotted by these lookouts, their statuses shall
be sent to Hangchow within 3 to 5 mins.
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This is a photo of two US Navy officers and Chinese operatives 

on a reconnaissance survey of the East China coast in early 1945. 

( U.S. Naval History and Heritage Command. )
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Note :

Because of serious attritions, air defense intel was of important 
significance. To increase ROCAF’s deciphering capacities, Wei 
Da-min invited Herbert Yardley, a U.S. encryption specialist, to 
come to China as an adviser. Mr. Yardley worked for U.S. State 
Department, and had sharp observation skills. He had 
uncovered multiple ways to decrypt coded infos. In 1917, He was 
in charge of organizing military intel division for U.S. Army 
Department, and cracked coded negotiation infos on military, 
diplomatic, and disarmament. He once boasted his unit of 
being the American Black Chamber.
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Note :

In September 1938, Mr. Yardley went to Chongching secretly.
After two months journey, he began used to Chongching’s
dim-lighted and chilly wartime atmosphere with mice and
refugees everywhere. Aviation Committee organized aerial
recon team to collect aerial intel, and recruited trainees
literate of Japanese to receive relevant training.
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Note

Wei Da-min came to the conclusion that before
conducting air raids, Japs would assign recon flights
from Hankou to decide which route suits better in
terms of weather conditions. The ROC forces would
issue precautions and warnings to earn over one
hour of time to evacuate local people to shelters.
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One of the portrayals of China’s reluctance to fight against the Japanese army when science and 
technology fell behind was an early air strike alert. A lantern represents an “ unknown plane ” 
found at a distance of 200 miles. Hanging the second one indicates that the plane is close to 

about 50 miles. When the distance is closer and it is confirmed that the Japanese airplane are 
coming, the third lantern is raised to prohibit all activities. Until the alarm is cleared. 
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• In order to achieve the strategic goal of “ forced landing by bombing ”, 
from February 18, 1938 to August 23, 1943, the Japanese invaders carried 
out strategic bombing against Chongqing, the capital of wartime, for a 
period of five and a half years. According to rough statistics, Japan 
bombed Chongqing 203 times, dispatched 437 batches of aircraft, more 
than 9,000 sorties, and dropped nearly 18,000 bombs. More than 24,000 
people were killed and injured in Chongqing, and 17,452 buildings and 
37,182 houses were destroyed. Most of the downtown areas of the city 
were damaged. 

• At 6 o’clock in the evening on June 5, 1941, 24 Japanese planes carried 
out continuous bombardment of Chongqing city in three batches from 
Yidu (宜都), Songzi (松滋) of Hubei and other places for more than five 
hours. Nearly 10,000 people flooded into the large air defense tunnel, 
which eventually led to a serious stampede and suffocation incident. 
More than 2,000 compatriots were killed unfortunately. The “ 65 ” large 
tunnel was historically described as a tragedy. 
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3. Know ourselves ( A/C performance and advantages )
Never reveal one’s weakness in front of the enemy; 
therefore, two conditions were set before 
introducing fighter tactics : 
(1) To aptly use fighters can easily thwart enemy’s 

bombing runs;
(2) To prevent huge losses during bombing 

missions, bombers have to escorted by fighters
( pursuers ).
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Fully exert the advantages of P-40s, such as high 

horse power, thick armor, strong fire power, higher 

speed during diving, the pilots had to adopt “ Hit-

and-Run ” tactics by diving their aircraft to enemy’s 

aerial formation to disperse them. Then, they may 

“ Dive in, fire accurately, break away, and climb. ”

( Dive－squirt－pass－run ), never enter into 

dogfight in close range to hit the enemy in the guts.
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4. Deception worked.
AVG was scattered to various locations. In its air raid
missions, it would summon aircraft from different
locations, and the aircraft would never return to their
respective bases after the mission. They may paint different
colors on their caps of propellers, and changed their
fuselage numbers for the purposes of deception. In the fall
of 1942, Japs estimated that CACW had approx. 200 aircraft,
but actually there were 47 at its disposal. Because of the
deviation of fuselage numbers, Japs could not have known
the actual amount of CACW aircraft.
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5. Teamwork
Another feature is that all the Chinese pilots
were trained in the U.S. Their proficiency, skills, 
and the planes were not matched by those in 
country. Therefore, they were very agile, low in 
attrition, and achieved great results. 
Consequently, their morale was very high. 
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Time of application : 

From September 1941 to 4th July 1942.

Description : The insignia of a tiger with wings flying over a “ V ” shape was 

designed by Roy Williams and Hank Porter from Walter Disney Studios in 

Hollywood, and its represents the spirit of the AVG. Chinese locals witnessed 

enemy planes downed by the AVG, and named it as a pack of flying tigers.

1. American 
Volunteers 
Group 
( A.V.G. )
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2. China Air Task  Force 

( CATF )

Time of application : From July 1942 to 10th March 1943

Description : Inherited the fly tiger from the AVG, the

insignia shows it wearing a Uncle Sam’s hat and tearing a

Jap flag apart to symbolize the AVG was officially under the

command of U.S. military.
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3. 14th Air Force

Time of application : From 10th March 1943 to September 1945

Description : Chennault was promoted to the rank of major

general and assigned as the commander of the 14th AF.

He asked to put on a blue background with a AF star (early

version of USAAF) on top of a flying tiger as the insignia.
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The distinctive shark mouth pattern on 

Australian P-40s published in 

Illustrative Weekly of India was 
spotted 

by Charles R. Bond, and he discussed 

with Chennault and got his approval to 

paint a similar pattern on AVG’s P-40s. 

Units operating in China Theater 

created 6 different patterns of shark 

mouth to show their respective 

distinction.
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SadnessCraving for Friendship Being Ferocious 

Being furious Being attentive Being derisive 
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75th P-40 Anniversary 
in Atlanta Warbird Weekend 

( Sept 24, 2016)



This blood chit has helped many pilots downed by 
Japs to receive rescue support from Chinese locals. 
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Note : Flight jackets

1. The flags of the U.S. and the R.O.C were sewn on both
sides of the lining of the leather flight jacket.
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2. A blood chit, issued by the Central Commission, was attached  

to the back of the jacket, with Chinese characters, with Chinese, 

English, and Thai descriptions inside the jacket. Because AVG 

was operating in Burma and Thailand other than China, it was 

much easier for locals to identify downed pilots.

An ID pass is sewn on the
AVG flight suits to instruct
locals to rescue the downed
pilots.
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Hal Javitt, member of 26th FS, 5th Fighter Group, CACW.
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The Blood Chit Story W-30190, Arthur Chin, 
donated by John Gong
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The commemorative recognized China’s five years resistance against Japanese 
aggression. A map of China and the sun, the Republic’s national symbol, are in the 
center of the design. Chinese characters represent the motto “ 抗戰建國 ( Fight the 
War and Build the Country).” Portraits of Abraham Lincoln and Sun Yat-sen appear 
with quotes. The inscription under Lincoln is “ Of the people, by the people, for the 
people ( 民有, 民治, 民享 ),” from the Gettysburg address. Under Sun Yat-sen are his 
Three Principles ( 民族,民權,民生–Nationalism, Democracy, and People‘s livelihood
) , reflecting a concept he linked to Lincoln’s inscription.



Witold Urbanowicz (1908~1996) was a
Polish air force major, and joined the Royal
Air Force in 1939 when Germany occupied
Poland. During the Battle of Britain, he
shot down 15 Germen aircraft, and
damaged one. In June 1941, he was
assigned as the 2nd Air Attaché to the U.S.
From September to December 1943, he was
assigned to the 75th SQ of the 23rd GP,
68th Composite Wing, 14th AF, and joined
the fight in China. While serving in China,
he knocked down 2 Ki-44s, and never took
a bullet.
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the scene shows the moment of attack of the Polish ace fighter on 
the Japanese field airport. Polish pilot - Witold Urbanowicz flew in 
the famous unit : 75th FS/23rd FG/68th CW/14th AF on the Chinese 
front in 1943.
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Robert Neale : 13 victories

Ed Rector : 10.5 victories

David Lee “ Tex ” Hill : 10.25 victories

George Burgard : 10 victories

Robert Little : 10 victories

Charles Older : 10 victories

Robert T. Smith : 8.9 victories

William McGarry : 8 victories
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Roger Pryor：8 victories

Charles Bond : 7 victories

Frank Lawlor : 7 victories

John V. “ Scarsdale Jack” Newkirk : 7 victories

Gregory “ Pappy ” Boington：6 victories

Robert Hedman : 6 victories

C. Joseph Rosbert : 6 victories

J. Richard Rossi : 6.25 victories
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Robert Prescott : 5.5 victories

Percy Bartelt : 5 victories

William Bartling : 5 victories

John Garrity : 5 victories

Edmund Overend : 5 victories

Robert Sandell : 5 victories

Robert H. Smith : 5 victories
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Some of the pilots didn’t reach the criteria as an ace, 
but were listed above because of their popularity. 151

Name Kills Acquired Star Medal Remarks

Liu Zhe-shen 11 W/9 Stars

Wang Kuang-fu 8.5
W/8 Stars

Tan Kun 8

Liu Cui-gang 7

W/7 Stars
Gao You-hsin 8

Zang Xi-lan 7

Huang Hsin-rui 7

Arthur Chin 8 W/6 Stars

Yue Yi-qin 6

W/5 Stars
Chou Zhi-kai 5

Lou Yin-de 5

Leng Pei-shu 5.33 4 Kills in WWII, and 1.33 Kills of Jets

Chang Kuang-min 4 W/4 Stars

Gao Zhi-hang 4 W/3 Stars

Ju Ja-xun 5

Mao Yin-chu 4



Wang Kuang-fu
1971~9/7/2008
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Tan Kun
30/10/1918~15/1/1988

Liu Zhe-shen
22/2/1914~18/2/1991

Liu Cui-gang
2/1913~26/10/1937

王光復，北平市（北
京市）人，抗日戰爭
時期中華民國空軍的
王牌飛行員。他共擊
落敵機8.5架，其中在
中美空軍混合聯隊時
期有6.5架紀錄，獲頒8
星序，與高又新同為
擊落架數第二多的國
軍飛行員。抗戰勝利
時為空軍第三大隊第7
中隊中隊長。

譚鯤，雲南省馬關縣人
，空軍官校第九期畢業
，抗日戰爭期間，擊落
了九架敵機，作戰任務
計七十六次，沒有受過
傷。曾任空軍第三大隊
第32中隊(雷公隊) 中隊
長。戰後曾任西班牙及
義大利武官等要職，退
役後任駐外經濟參事，
在中南美洲工作多年，
對拓展軍事、貿易交流
貢獻良多。
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Gao You-hsin
1916~1948

Zang Xi-lan
1917~1988

Huang Hsin-rui
1914~1941

Arthur Chin
23/10/1913~3/9/1997

高又新，遼寧錦縣（今淩海
市）人。渠還未畢業就參加
了空戰。因戰功得到的獎勵
，除行政嘉獎外，共得星序
、宣威、復興、雲麾、彤弓
、雄鷲、翔豹、飛虎等勳章
獎章19枚。高又新是福將，
他曾受傷3次，跳傘3次，但
每次都安然無恙。在跳傘經
歷中，最險的一次發生在
1944年11月20日，整整失蹤
了45天。1948年2月13日，
高又新從醫院出來散步，在
五老橋小火車鐵道邊沒能躲
開正好開來的一列火車，不
幸慘遭橫禍，時年僅32歲。

臧錫蘭，山東青島人
，七星星序獎章獲得
者。1937年報考中央
航校第十期，1940年
3月畢業後，參加對
日抗戰，出擊作戰任
務300餘次，擊落日
機七架，與周志開、
高又新一起被周至柔
譽為”英雄世紀”的
”空中紅武士”。官
至空軍少將。1970年
退休，1988年病逝。

黃新瑞，廣東台山人，
美國華僑。曾先後從美
國加州其利希航校和廣
東航校第一期畢業，曾
任中隊長及第五大隊大
隊長等職，最高軍銜為
少校三級。曾創個人一
次空戰中擊落 3 架敵機
的紀錄。被空軍同仁譽
為”虎將”，個人戰果 8.5-
10 架，曾獲得 3 枚勳章
。1941年 3 月 14 日在
成都雙流機場附近空戰
中陣亡，被追晉為中校
。
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Lou Yin-de
1912~1/9/1988 

Leng Pei-shu
22/3/1922~15/1/1988

Yue Yi-qin
11/11/1914~9/12/1937

Chou Zhi-kai
10/12/1919~14/12/1943

羅英德，九一八事變後，
投考中央航校飛行科，以
優秀成績畢業，分派到驅
逐機大隊服役。八年抗戰
期間，作戰任務達280多
次，擊落日機6架。1946
年後任空軍第三軍區參謀
長，駐英國空軍武官。
1952年返國後任軍方要職
至上將。1989年因病在美
國逝世。

冷培澍，山東省臨胊
縣人，空軍官校第12
期畢業，1941年由陳
納德挑選送往美國接
受高級飛行訓練，回
國後駕駛美國戰機擊
落多架日本飛機。任
職最高軍階為總統府
參軍，民國68年4月1
日晉昇中將退伍。



Chang Kuang-min
25/2/1913~14/3/2016

Mao Yin-chu
12/10/1910~27/1/2000
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Ju Jia-xun
4/1/1915~10/2/1980

Gao Zhi-hang
14/5/1907~21/11/1937

張光明，生於河北昌
黎，20歲的張光明毅
然棄學，投入空軍。
1936年分發至空軍第
四大隊第22中隊任飛
行員，1937年八一四
空戰時，打下第一架
敵機。歷任聯隊長、
作戰司令部政治部主
任等職，1969年退役
，1975年移民美國。
2016年3月14日病逝
，享年103歲。

朱嘉勛，字仲誠，出生於廣
西桂林。朱嘉勛成為第一批
前往日本明野陸軍驅逐學校
留學的廣西航校第一期學員
。他在抗戰期間，共擊落6
架日機，其中獨自擊落5架
，榮獲五星星序獎章。他被
譽為”王牌飛行員”，其個
人戰績，位列1938年度中國
空軍的年度之冠。1949年朱
嘉勛選擇了留在廣州，1980
年2月10日，朱嘉勛突然腦
溢血昏迷，兩天後不幸去世
，一代天驕最終重歸藍天。

毛瀛初從金陵大學轉空
軍官校的他，於1937年
服務於空軍。至此，踏
入中華民國空軍直到
1968年，官拜中將。
1969年起，他轉任民航
局局長，並擔任該職13
年，為我國飛安體系初
創者。1981年，再轉任
公營公司，任好來化工
董事長，直到1997年的
86歲高齡退休，2000年
病逝於台北。
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on 30th July 1945 in ChongQing



AVG ( from December 1941 to 4th July 1942 )
Destroyed 299 Jap aircraft; Possible destroyed 135 Jap 
aircraft; Lost 73  P-40Cs; 22 KIAs; 3 POWs.

CATF ( from 4th July 1942 to 10th March 1943 )
Destroyed 149 Jap aircraft; Possible destroyed 85 Jap 
aircraft; Lost 16 P-40Cs and 1 B-25 ( concluded 65 
bombing missions, dropping 314 tons of bombs )
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14th AF ( from 10th March 1943 to August 1945 ) Till the end of WWII 
Destroyed 2,600 Jap aircraft; Possible destroyed 1,600 Jap aircraft; sunk 44 Jap 
naval vessels, 13,000 Jap boats ( below 100 tons ) and Jap merchant ships of 2.23 
mil tons; killed 66,700 Jap service members; 
destroyed 573 bridges.  Lost 500 aircraft of various types.
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Operation map 
of 14th Air Force
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The ceremony of Japanese surrender held in 
Zhijiang, Hunan Province, on 21st August 1945.



In order to impart the glorious history to the succeeding generations, we shall 
not fail all the sacrifices and contributions that our predecessors have done for 

us. We shall adopt an inheriting and innovative thinking to find ways to 
educate the following generations, and continue the spirit of Jianqiao and 
Loyalty and Courage to carve out a more prosperous niche for our nation. 
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The ceremony of Japanese surrender in China Theater was held 
in Auditorium of the Central Military Academy on Huangpu 

Road of Nanking at 0900 hrs on 9th September 1945.
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Divide and rule plan 
of Japan

Proposed postwar Japan 
occupation zones
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Phase Period
Responsible 

country
Troop deployment

Phase 1 3 month 850,000 23 divisions

Phase 2 9 month 820,000

8.3 divisions ( 315,000 )

6 divisions ( 210,000 )

5 divisions ( 165,000 )

4 divisions ( 130,000 )

Phase 3
No 

definite 
schedule  

360,000

11 divisions ( 135,000 )

3 divisions ( 100,000 )

2 divisions ( 65,000 )

2 divisions ( 60,000 )
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On May 3rd, 1991 the U.S. Department of Defense 

finally recognized the American Volunteer Group as 

a covert government operation and its personnel as 

U.S. war veterans.

After 50 years, the tigers won their final victory.
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At Capitol Hill, 26th Oct, 2009 



In order to continue the glorious tradition of the Flying Tigers

and the CACW, all the former members host annual reunions

to commemorate the past and the camaraderie they have thus

established.
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Former members and their dependents of the 5th FG, CACW hosted
an event on 19th August 1988 in Dayton Ohio to erect a tablet to
commemorate Sino-U.S. cooperation from 10th April to 15th May 1945.
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Amb. 
Cheng, 
Chien-

Jen

Col. Mike Tien Anna Chennault

Gen. 
Mike Hua 

John Allison

Mr. ?

Tex 
Hill

Irving 
Kaufman

On June 2, 1943, Lieutenant Tsang, Hsi-
Lan of the ROC Air Force, received the 
Silver Star Medal from LT Gen. Stilwell.



ROCAF’s delegation attended a memorial service 
for Chennault in the U.S. on 23rd May 2006. 
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On 12th August 2006, Anna Chennault and members of the 
Flying Tigers Assn. attended a opening ceremony for the 
expansion of the Museum of the 401st TCW in Hualien.
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On 12th August 2006, Anna Chennault attended the opening 
ceremony for the expansion of the Museum of the 401st TCW, 
and had a photo taken with Maj/Gen Mike Tien, then the 
Wing Commander.
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A Statue of Clair L. Chennault 
in the Museum of the 401st TCW. 
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At TPE New Park 
In 1960 



An opening ceremony was hosted to exhibit the P-40N full-scale 

model on 25th February 2010. Maj/Gen Mike Tien, then the 

Academy superintendent, presented a painting of the Flying 

Tigers to Mr. Xia You-yi, AIDC General Manager, and a group 

photo was taken with the leadership of the Academy. 
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Gen. Chennault was a flying thief and gangster from 
Mainland China’s perspective before 1980.



In recent years, the PRC, in order to achieve a united front on its own favor, has 
constructed several museums and memorials in Kunming of Yunnan, Zhijiang of 
Hunan, Nanking of Jiangsu and Lingui of Guangxi to exhibit some historical items 
of wartime ROCAF martyrs, trying to take away the inheritance of that piece of 
history in WWII and mislead the world about its actions during the war. 
Consequently, John Woo, a renowned movie director, came to the Museum several 
times to collect information, and is preparing to shoot a film of “Flying Tigers 
Heroes” to reveal this long-forgotten historical story.
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An article of “the Flying Tigers” was published 
on the Youth Daily on 24th February 2010.

Mr. John Woo visited the Museum on 19th Dec.  
2009, and took a photo with Maj/Gen Mike Tien, 

then the Superintendent of the Academy.



On 23rd November 2013, the ROCAF hosted an event to 
commemorate 70 years after the 14th AF’s air raid against 
Japs in Hsinchu at the same location, now Hsinchu AFB.
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Group photo taken during the Flying Tigers Annual Reunion and 70  year 
commemoration of CACW’s air raid against Japs in Hsinchu on 23rd November 2013.



A Photo exhibition of the Flying Tigers was hosted in Rayburn 
Building of the Capitol Hill on 13th November 2014.
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From the left, Amb. Shen Lyu-shun, an unknown madame, 
Rep. Joe Wilson, Lt/Gen Mike Tien, and Rep. Edward Royce.
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Memorial Day Parade on 25th May 2015 ( Allied Color Guards WWII )

1/3 P-40 model at Hua-Lian AFB
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Atlanta ( on 7th Aug 2015 )Boston ( on 5th Jun 2015 )

Los Angeles ( on 2nd Nov 2018 ) San Francisco ( on 3rd Nov 2018 )
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Luke AFB ( on 21st Jun 2019 ) Phoenix ( on 22nd Jun 2019 )

Phoenix ( on 23rd Jun 2019 ) Atlanta ( on 25th Jun 2019 )
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Chung-Yuan Christian University ( 20211125 )

Interview with POP Radio ( 20210121 )
National Chengchi University ( 20210506 )

KMT Think Tank ( 20201230 )



President Ma met with Hal Javitt, a Flying Tigers 
veteran of CACW, in Yanks Museum, 

Chino, Los Angeles, California on 17th July 2015.
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Our couple paid a visit to Anna 
Chennault in D.C. before leaving 
the U.S. on 23rd December 2015. 

Anna Chennault passed away on 30th

March 2018, and I went to the U.S. to 
pay my heartfelt respect on 25th

October 2018 to the late General and 
Mrs. Clair L. Chennault.
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檔 案 數 封 面 書 本 備 註

第1卷宗 147 2 個人檔案、中國空軍書信資料、美國空軍書信資料

第2卷宗 195 3 與魏德邁將軍 ( Gen. A. C. Wedemeyer ) 書信資料

第3卷宗 168 3 與德沃夫指揮官 ( Commander R.R. dewolfe ) 書信資料

第4卷宗 48 2 與德斯特拉少將 ( Major gen. George Edward Stratemeyer )  相關書信資料

第5.1卷宗 48 1
租借法案 ( Lend－Lease Program )、航空軍事說明書 ( aviation prospectus )、緬甸
防禦計畫相關內容

第5.2卷宗 21 2 與中國航空機械貿易公司相關書信，軍備物料採購清單

第5.3卷宗 26 0 航空軍備原料清點、需求及相關資料

第5.4卷宗 65 3 飛虎隊及陳納德將軍相關資料 ( 15類，詳見封面 )
第5.5卷宗 9 2 信件、電報等資料 ( 5類，詳見封面 )
第6卷宗 155 0 陳納德將軍所寫之附註

第7卷宗 86 2 201
陳納德將軍所寫之飛行指導手冊 ( The Flying Instructor's Manual )
與相關補充、附圖

第8卷宗 57 1 1942四月至1942七月間之電報複本

第9卷宗 76 2 戰地日記－miscellaneous memoranda ( 1942 Jan. to July )
第10卷宗 118 1 Special order ( 1942 March to July )
第11卷宗 215 2 戰地日記 ( 1941 Nov. to 1942 July )
第12卷宗 224 1 戰地日記－Field Order ( 1941 Dec. to 1942 Jun. )
第13卷宗 284 2 戰地日記－Operation Report ( 1941 Dec. to 1942 July )
第14卷宗 321 2 飛虎隊電報 ( AVG Radiograms ) ( 1942 Feb. to 1942 Jun. )
第15卷宗 206 1 Special order ( 1941 Dec. to 1942 July )
第16卷宗 39 4 飛虎隊第二中隊活動報告 ( 2nd Sq. AVG )
第17卷宗 147 5 飛虎隊第三中隊活動報告 ( 3rd Sq. AVG )
第18卷宗 149 2 戰報、備忘等相關資料

第19卷宗 63 1 飛虎隊第一中隊活動報告 ( 1st Sq. AVG )
第20卷宗 114 1 飛虎隊第一中隊作戰報告 ( 1st Sq. AVG－Combat Reports )

第21卷宗 206 1 飛虎隊第三中隊作戰報告 ( 3rd Sq. AVG－Combat Reports )

第22卷宗 132 1 飛虎隊第二中隊作戰報告 ( 2nd Sq. AVG－Combat Reports )

第23卷宗 160 0 1944年後信件與部分戰報

勳章獎詞 19 2 委員長頒授陳納德將軍青天白日勳章獎詞

日記 187 2 陳納德將軍個人日記

展示區 2 0 放置在收藏地點展示櫃的資料

旗幟 14 0 頒贈給陳納德將軍之旗幟
小計 3,687 51 201 
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Henry Harley “Hap” Arnold 
Commanding Gen. AAF

( June 25th, 1886–
January 15th, 1950 )
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To express the most profound respect 
to all ROC and US heroes that sacrificed their lives 

for the freedom and democracy during WWII

Arlington National Cemetery, Virginia USA
192

May 27, 2021



To express the most profound respect 
to all ROC and US heroes that sacrificed their lives 

for the freedom and democracy during WWII 

National Martyrs Shrine, Taipei Taiwan ROC
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To express the most profound respect to all ROC and 
US heroes that sacrificed their lives for the freedom 

and democracy during WWII 

Those perished during the War against Japanese Invasion were 3,211,419 soldiers that 
included 261 Generals. But those martyrs registered in Taipei only 401,251. 

Related to the ROCAF martyrs registered in Taipei are 1349. Those perished during the War 
against Japanese Invasion were 4321, but only 777 registered in Taipei, including 2 Maj/Gen 

( s ), 48 field grade officers, 489 company grade officers and 238 NCOs.
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Commemorative 
plaque to 

commemorate the 
sacrifice of US 

military personnel 
in Taiwan during 

World War II
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In order to commemorate the 80th anniversary of the founding of the Flying Tigers, the 
Sporty’s Wright Bros. entrusted the U.S. Mint with making a Genuine Legal Tender $2 
Bill. Each Bill is enclosed in a portfolio with an introduction that showcased the formal 
title of our nation, the Republic of China, and our air force, the Republic of China Air 

Force, and is deemed as a vivid evidence to demonstrate the real piece of this history.
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Today is the 80th anniversary of the Flying Tigers came into being. The 
ROCAF is intended to greatly commemorate this event, and was 
supported by the MND. I personally have studied the history of 
the Flying Tigers since 1999, and delivered a dozen of speeches 
both in the U.S. and Taiwan. My intention is to pass this glorious 
legend to the following generations. Especially, the history of the 
Flying Tigers is positively recognized by the ROC, the US, and the PRC 
trilaterally, and the members were highly respected and admired by 
their descendants in the US. The PRC originally expressed its objection 
to this legend, but how has changed its stance in order to acquire the 
dominance in discourse. I am hoping that the trilateral positivity can 
be pursued, and a negotiation door between two sides of the Taiwan 
Strait can be opened and led to a mutual peace. Even though it is hard, 
I still have to try. I wish to have your encouragement and support, and 
a lasting peace and prosperity for future global generations to come.
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